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Elizabeth Inloes  
Comm 204-02 : Social Networking Analysis  
Client: Music Center 

Keywords 

● Music Stores  

○ (second page, fourth link) 

○ Even though it is not first ranked, I still think that this keyword is important 

because if someone was to find a music store near them this would be an 

important way to find them. 

● Keyboard Instrument  

○ (Not within the first five pages) 

○ I think this is useful, but shouldn’t be the number one keyword. I think it is 

a product they sell that’s worth noting, but isn’t necessary in search 

keywords.  

● Southeastern Wisconsin Music  

○ (first page, fifth link) 

○ This keyword is obviously already important, so yes I think they need this 

keyword because it is their branded slogan. 

● Drums  

○ (Not within the first five pages) 

○ This keyword is important because within relative distance of their store 

there are not many places that sell full drum kits. Their market for this is 

kind of high and would be helpful to have as a main keyword. 
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● Buying Microphones  

○ (Not within the first five pages) 

○ This keyword is useful, but not super necessary to promote their brand. 

It’s useful to know they sell them, but microphones can be purchased 

many places nearby. 

● Pro Audio Consulting 

○  (Not within the first five pages) 

○ This phrase would be very useful to build their brand. It should be on their 

website because it is a service they offer that is helpful but many people 

don’t know they offer. 

● Guitars  

○ (Not within the first five pages) 

○ This should be a keyword that is prevalent on their site. In their local area 

they have the largest selection within 40 miles. It would be really relevant 

for them to use this keyword. 

● Amplifiers  

○ (Not within the first five pages) 

○ This keyword is useful, but may be too broad to be most efficient for their 

brand. If the keyword was put in a phrase with guitar, keyboard, or any 

other descriptor it would probably help make it stronger. This is why I think 

the keyword is not as important to use for their website 
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● Percussion 

○  (Not within the first five pages) 

○ I don’t feel that this a keyword that needs to be pushed for top placement. 

It is useful, but not a huge factor for the store. 

● Music Accessories  

○ (Not within the first five pages) 

○ I don’t think that this keyword needs to be as important. It is something 

they sell, but the product being bought is not a huge purchase decision 

and there is a lot of competition.  

Suggested Keywords 

● DJ Equipment Kenosha - This would be a good key term to emphasize 

because it is a popular industry and they already show up on the first page when 

Googled. It would be beneficial to push for higher ranking because not many 

people know they do sell or offer that equipment. 

● Music Gear Wisconsin - This would be a good phrase to work on gaining a 

higher than first page, fourth link spot because it is a broad enough term that if 

people want to know more they can click and look through the website, but still 

find you. 

● Musical Instruments Kenosha - As of right now for this phrase they rank 

second behind a multi-store chain company, but it’s still relevant. Again, it’s a 

broad term but is closely related to the “near me” search that people take part in 
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if they want to find a product. It’s niché enough but also offers a chance for 

people to browse the website.  

Seo Graph  

This is all in reference to Figure 1. In the first level my client has relations with 

three of the four Public Relations quadrants. They reach the quadrants of Media, 

Community, and Business relations. These three areas are all within the first level of 

links making their relations tight and close. Media, in this context, is defined as publicity 

and social press. Within the media quadrant is Facebook. They use Facebook to 

promote sales and promotions happening at the store. This platform is used mostly for 

promotion and not as much for community.  

Community in this context is defined as personal online and in-person 

interactions. For this quadrant their first level has Yelp. Their yelp has a lot of feedback, 

reviews, and a community of the store. Business in this context is investor relations and 

customer service. Music Center has Reverb, a online marketplace for musical 

instruments and gear. They also have other music stores that are similar to theirs in this 

quadrant. This is important because they have first connections with other stores, this 

creating an easy and supportive market. 

While the fourth quadrant of PR, government relations, is not represented in the 

first circle of connections, I don’t think it needs to be. It’s not directly represented in the 

second level either. Government relations in this context are political and public affairs, 

as well as issue management. I don’t feel that a direct government relation is necessary 

for good public relations of Music Center. If they were to have a lawsuit or something it 
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may be necessary, but because they are a store it is probably better they don’t have 

main connections with the government. In the case of them needing relationships with 

the government there are other organizations and contacts they have through 

betweenness and eigenvector centrality. Facebook could act as a betweenness 

centrality because it opens them to a world of many people who have direct connection 

with the government. Also, their company has relationships with other companies who 

know other connections to government officials like eigenvector centrality. 

Suggested Social Networks 

Social networks that would be good for my client (Music Center, Inc.) would be 

Facebook, Instagram, YouTube, and Reverb. Facebook because this is already a node 

in their first circle of centrality as well as it permeates multiple quadrants. It is a good 

platform for informing multiple publics without necessarily trying to sell. Instagram also 

would be a good option because it has betweenness centrality with Facebook already 

on Music Centers SEO graph. It is a related platform, and also makes for easy content 

sharing due to it’s posting nature.  

Similar to Facebook and Instagram is YouTube. Not only was it a second level 

closeness, but another music store uses it that was a first level node to my client. 

YouTube makes logistical sense for the company to help do demos and sell products 

and has already been proven to work by another music store. While Reverb is a selling 

site, it also is a social network. People come to look, learn, teach, and buy music 

equipment.This is a valuable social network because it is a niché marketplace and 

already is an important node in their first circle of SEO. 
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Overall, Music Center has a good mix of publics for their first level closeness 

centrality. Each quadrant is important to them for various reasons. The main social 

networks they should focus on are Facebook, Instagram, YouTube, and Reverb.  

 

Figure 1 

 


